In polymer science, gas-polymer interactions play a central role for the development of new polymeric structures for specific applications. This is typically the case for polymer foaming and for self-assembling of nanoscale structures where the nature of the gas and the thermodynamic conditions are essential to control. An important applied field where gas sorption in polymers has to be documented through intensive investigations concerns the (non)-controlled solubilization of light gases in the polymers serving, for example, in the oil industry for the transport of petroleum fluids.
INTRODUCTION
Polymers either as constitutive components of on-duty materials (such as seals, pipes, containers) or as essential intermediates for end-products (foams, insulating agents, templates) are in many applications submitted to high-pressure fluids, in particular, supercritical fluids. Whatever the state of the fluid (gaseous or supercritical), its sorption in the polymeric structure induces significant modifications of the molecular organization. Some undesirable modifications may generate possible destruction of the polymer matrix. For instance, in the petroleum industry, the transport of petroleum fluids is made using absence of gas sorption, as well as the thermal characterization of state transitions (melting/crystallization and glass transitions). Experimental measurements deal with polymers like polyethylenes (PEs), poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF), amphiphilic di-block copolymers, and pressurizing fluids like carbon dioxide (CO 2 ), nitrogen (N 2 ), or mercury (Hg). Two main types of coupled techniques that have been developed are subsequently described: a weighing-expansion set-up to simultaneously estimate the amount of gas absorbed in a polymer and the concomitant swelling of the polymer, and a pVT-calorimetric apparatus to fully characterize the thermodynamic gas-polymer interactions.
Gas solubility and polymer swelling concomitant determination
The technique [21] consists in determining simultaneously in situ in a high-pressure cell (the measuring cell) the quantity of gas entering into a polymer sample and the change in volume, i.e., the swelling, of the polymer due to the sorption of gas. This original concept combines in the high-pressure cell two techniques, a weigh sensor based on the principle of a vibrating wire (VW) through which the polymer sample is suspended, and a pressure decay pVT technique, controlling the amount and the pressure of gas introduced in the cell. The VW sensor is employed as a force sensor to weigh the polymer during the sorption; the buoyancy force exerted by the pressurized gas on the polymer depends on the volume change, ΔV pol , of the polymer due to the gas sorption. Actually, the polymer sample, in complete immersion in the gas contained in the high-pressure cell, is placed in a holder. This holder, made of nonmagnetic metal, is suspended by a thin (diameter 25 μm; length 30 mm) tungsten wire in such a way that the wire is positioned at the center of a high magnetic field generated by a magnet placed across the high-pressure cell (Fig. 1) . The magnet made of a samarium-cobalt alloy is constituted of two square parts placed symmetrically in tight contact on both sites of the high-pressure measuring cell. The vibration of the fine tungsten wire is activated by means of an electric circuitry and electronically controlled; then, the natural period of vibration of the wire can be measured with high precision. This vibration period is directly related to the suspended sample. The pVT technique consists of introducing in the measuring cell containing the suspended polymer sample successive amounts of the gas, initially kept in a reservoir cell, through a calibrated high-pressure transfer cell (Fig. 1) . The three cells are all placed inside the same thermostat constituted of a cylindrical stainless steel block heated by thermal screens; this thermostat is sitting inside a large aluminum vacuumed cylindrical container with a doubled (jacket) wall; the whole arrangement controls the temperature of the measuring cell within ±0.01 K. From the initial pressure p i of the gas upon admission in the measuring cell, the pressure decay is then monitored until the final constant value p f corresponding to the thermodynamic equilibrium for the gas-polymer system is reached. From the difference in pressure (p i -p f ) and using the equation of state of the gas, the number of moles of gas n sol solubilized in the polymer can be calculated after each gas injection. The experimental procedure is realized through a series of successive gas injections from the transfer cell to the measuring equilibrium cell until the polymer saturation is observed. The sets of pressures p i and p f recorded for each injection allow us to calculate through successive iterations [22] both the total mass m sol of gas absorbed and the corresponding volume change ΔV pol of the polymer sample. The iterative calculus utilizes two rigorous equations [21, 22] , one for the VW sensor, the other one for the pVT pressure decay method, which each contain the two unknowns m sol and ΔV pol which are related by the following relations:
where ω 0 and ω are the natural angular frequency of the VW, respectively, in vacuum and under (gas) pressure, V C the volume of the sample holder, while L, R, and ρ S are, respectively, the length, radius, and density of the VW.
Relation 1 can be written as well in the following form:
where d depends only on the physical characteristics of the measuring system, that is essentially of the VW. As a matter of fact, the VW technique is more precise than the p-decay method since it does not generate the possible cumulative errors accompanying the successive gas injections along an absorption isotherm as the pVT technique. The main source of uncertainty comes from the term ρ gas ΔV pol in eq. 2, that is to say, the evaluation of the gas density and the change in volume. As a consequence, a procedure was proposed [23] to estimate the apparent solubility of the gas in the polymer and the associated volume change. This procedure is using the Sanchez-Lacombe equation of state (SL-EOS) to estimate the change in volume of the polymer at different temperatures and pressures. The VW sensor + pVT monitoring apparatus has been designed to determine in situ the amount of gas absorbed up to saturation in a polymer sample and the concomitant swelling of the polymer up to 100 MPa, from ambient temperature up to 473 K.
Gas-polymer calorimetric investigation under different pVT conditions
Coupling of calorimetric measurements carried under the possible combinations of scanning the three thermodynamic variables p, V, and T has eventually yielded a now well-established very versatile technique, i.e., scanning transitiometry [24] . Practically, the technique utilizes the principle of differential heat flow calorimetry with which it is possible to operate under four thermodynamic situations where the perfectly controlled variation (or perturbation) of one of the three state variables (p, V, or T) is simultaneously recorded with the thermal effect resulting from the generated perturbation of the system under investigation [25] . The principle of scanning transitiometry [26] offers the possibility to scan, in the measuring calorimetric cell, one of the three independent thermodynamic variables (p, V, or T) while keeping another one constant. During this scan, are recorded simultaneously in situ in the measuring cell, the variation of the (third) dependable variable (e.g., the mechanical output) and the calorimetric energy generated (e.g., the thermal output). From these two quantities associated to a given scan, two thermodynamic derivatives, mechanical and thermal, are thus determined; they perfectly characterize the evolution of the thermodynamic potential of the investigated system, particularly any transition or state change undergone induced by the variable scan. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , making use of the rigorous Maxwell relations between thermodynamic derivatives it is possible to directly obtain the ensemble of the thermophysical properties; undoubtedly, this shows the potentiality of the technique. During measurements it is essential that the different scans be performed with sufficiently slow rates in order to keep the investigated system at equilibrium over the entire scan and that the (Mawxell) thermodynamic relations remain valid. In the present work, two different operating modes were used. On the one hand, the use of pressure as scanned variable along different isotherms while recording (vs. time t) simultaneously the associated thermal effect (δQ/dt) T and the mechanical effect (∂V/dt) T ; on the other hand, the use of temperature as scanned variable along isobars while recording simultaneously the associated thermal effect (δQ/dt) p and the mechanical effect (∂V/dt) P . In the case of the first mode, the straightforward thermodynamic relations [26] dH(T,p) = (∂H/∂T) p dT + (∂H/∂p) T dp (3) with dH(T,p) = δQ + Vdp
allow us to express finally that the thermal effect q T (p) along the scan is
where H, S, a, and α p are, respectively, the enthalpy, the entropy, the pressure scanning rate, and the isobaric thermal expansion. In addition, the associated mechanical effect (∂V/dt) T , or equivalently (∂V/∂p) T , allows us to obtain the isothermal compressibility κ T .
Similarly in the second mode, from eqs. 3 and 4, at constant pressure (e.g., dp = 0) one obtains for the thermal effect q p (T) an equation equivalent to eq. 3, C p being the heat capacity
In the same way as above, the mechanical output (∂V/∂T) P allows us to obtain the isobaric thermal expansion α p . The transitiometric technique can be utilized with fluids (gases and liquids) as well as with solid materials (polymers and metals); remarkably, measurements can be performed in the vicinity and above the critical point. Concretely, the investigated polymer samples are placed in ampoules; in fact, open mini-test tubes sitting in the transitiometric measuring cell in such a way that the sample is in direct contact with the pressurizing fluid. More details on the technique can be found elsewhere [27] [28] [29] . The transitiometers (from BGR TECH, Warsaw) used in the present work, built according to the above principle, can be operated over the respective following ranges of temperature and pressure 173 K < T < 673 K and 0.1 MPa < p < 200 MPa (or 400 MPa).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Several examples serve to illustrate the use of the above-described techniques for the investigation of the modifications undergone by polymers upon gas sorption. Two applications have been selected herein to document the major role of the nature of gases and the thermodynamic conditions to understand and eventually prevent or monitor such modifications. One application concerns the thermophysical properties of polymers used in the petroleum industry; the other one concerns the thermodynamic control of the formation of molecular self-assembled organizations at the polymer-liquid crystal interfaces in amphiphilic di-block copolymers.
Thermophysical properties of polymer saturated by gas sorption
As indicated in the Introduction, in order to understand and possibly prevent the blistering phenomena, a fundamental study, including a significant experimental part, has been carried out in particular to establish gas-polymer interactions in terms of gas solubility, polymer swelling, and induced polymer thermophysical properties [30] . The coupled technique VW + pVT method was used to determine the solubility of different gases (CO 2 , N 2 , CH 4 ) in different polymers [PEs, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), PVDF]. Figure 3 shows the results obtained for CO 2 and a medium-density polyethylene (MDPE).
Scanning transitiometry has been used to determine the gas-polymer interaction energy. Figure 4 shows, as an example, the thermal energy measured in the case of the CO 2 sorption in MDPE and in PVDF samples. Measurements have been made under either compression or decompression runs realized by pressure jumps Δp between 6 and 28 MPa. The most striking result is that CO 2 -PVDF (exothermal) interactions are larger than CO 2 -MDPE interactions for CO 2 pressures lower to 30 MPa, whereas above this pressure an inversion is observed with CO 2 -MDPE interactions smaller than CO 2 -PVDF inter actions.
Scanning transitiometry has also been used to determine the isobaric thermal expansion α p of different polymers. This thermophysical property is particularly important for industrial applications under extreme conditions of temperature and pressure. In this context, a study of different PEs of low, middle, and high densities (LDPE, MDPE, and HDPE, respectively) have been completed at several temperatures between 300 and 400 K and under different pressures up to 300 MPa. Extrapolation of these results allows us to obtain α p for a PE supposedly totally crystallized [31] , remarkably and very satisfactorily, the extrapolated value at atmospheric pressure is in very good agreement with the value calculated using the Pastine equation of state, which equation has the particularity to have been designed from crystallographic data. Modification of polymers by gas sorption 1609 
Role of high-pressure gas on molecular self-assembled organizations
The great variety of phases in liquid crystals is advantageously utilized in amphiphilic di-block copolymers in which the interface between the hydrophilic liquid crystal and the hydrophobic polymer moieties is the place where ordered nanostructures are developing by self-assembling in macroscopic spaces. As a matter of fact, the organization of these nanostructures can be perfectly controlled under pressure by modification of the interface depending on the nature of the pressurizing fluid, CO 2 , N 2 , or Hg. A systematic study has been conducted with di-block copolymers of the type PEO m -b-PMA(Az) n comprising a hydrophilic PE oxide entity PEO and a hydrophobic methacrylate liquid crystal derivative with azobenzene mesogen groups PMA(Az). These copolymers PEO m -b-PMA(Az) n where m and n are degrees of polymerization, generate at the interface between PEO and PMA(Az) moieties, well-ordered structures of one in the other depending on their respective volume fraction. The ordered structures can be of three different types: spheres, cylinders, or lamellae as illustrated in Fig. 6 for an AB-type di-block copolymer [A and B standing respectively for PEO and PMA(Az)]. Obtaining a given molecular organization of these structures as regards their type, size, and arrangement is directly controlled by the thermodynamic conditions, that is to say, p, T and the nature of the hydraulic fluid used to pressurize. In this respect, scanning transitiometry is well suited to document the role played by these parameters. To this end, the isotropic transition of the di-block copolymer at which well-defined self-organized nanoscale structures are forming is the main thermodynamic property to document. In the series of PEO m -b-PMA(Az) n copolymers, PEO self-organized entities in the form of highly ordered periodic hexagonal-packed PEO cylinders are formed in the PMA domain by annealing at the isotropic state, showing then that controlling the phase changes at the interface allows tailoring of the nanoscale structures (Fig. 7) . Scanning transitiometry has been used to evaluate the pressure dependence of the isotropic transition temperature T tr , as well as the role of the nature of the pressurizing fluid. For this, the rigorous Clapeyron equation was advantageously used to document the pressure effect since this equation relates the slope (dT/dp) of the phase boundary on the p-T surface to the changes in volume ΔV tr and enthalpy ΔH tr at the transition as given by eq. 7
(dT/dp) tr = T tr ΔV tr /ΔH tr = ΔV tr /ΔS tr (7) where ΔS tr is the change of entropy during the transition at temperature T tr .
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Modification of polymers by gas sorption 1611 Remarkably, the transition entropy ΔS tr decreases with increasing pressure, when the pressurizing fluid is Hg; this is typically the manifestation of a pure hydrostatic effect which restricts molecular motions under inert Hg. In complete contrast, ΔS tr increases when the pressure is exerted by N 2 and CO 2 . In this respect, as observed above, N 2 is a "neutral" fluid as compared to "chemically active" CO 2 , and consequently the large increase of ΔS tr shows that the organization of nanostructures is the easiest the more "active" is the fluid, in particular when the fluid is in supercritical state [32] [33] [34] . The influence of the pressure-transmitting fluid on the transition entropy at the interface is well illustrated by the increase of the Clapeyron slope (dT/dp) tr in the sequence Hg < N 2 < CO 2 as shown Fig. 8 . Furthermore, the strong influence of supercritical CO 2 on the transition is spectacularly demonstrated by the significant shift of the isentropic transition temperature T iso to lower temperatures. 
